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70s Music Trivia Quiz Book 380 Multiple
Choice Quiz Questions From The 1970s
Music Trivia Quiz Book 1970s Music Trivia
Volume 2

Right here, we have countless books 70s Music Trivia Quiz Book 380 Multiple Choice Quiz
Questions From The 1970s Music Trivia Quiz Book 1970s Music Trivia Volume 2 and
collections to check out. We additionally find the money for variant types and plus type of the books
to browse. The usual book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as with ease as various further
sorts of books are readily handy here.

As this 70s Music Trivia Quiz Book 380 Multiple Choice Quiz Questions From The 1970s Music Trivia
Quiz Book 1970s Music Trivia Volume 2, it ends up innate one of the favored books 70s Music Trivia
Quiz Book 380 Multiple Choice Quiz Questions From The 1970s Music Trivia Quiz Book 1970s Music
Trivia Volume 2 collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the
incredible books to have.

60s TV Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2016-10-12
Think you know all about TV shows from the
1970s? See how much you know and take a trip
down memory lane as you remember all the
great TV from the 70's.Test your knowledge of
TV from the 1970's by completing the 30 quiz
rounds within this book. The book has 300
questions covering the whole of this amazing
decade of TV.
The Trivia Book of Rock 'N' Roll Music -
Jimmy Correa 2009-01
Test your knowledge and broaden your music
horizons! From Johnny Ace through The
Zombies, author Jimmy Correa covers it all in
The Trivia Book of Rock 'n' Roll Music: The '50s,
'60s, & '70s. The easy-to-read format includes
fill-in-the-blank, match-up, and multiple-choice
trivia questions. A scoring system allows you to
keep track of how well you know your music and
artists. Learn interesting factoids and tidbits
about an array of music, including: Rock 'n' roll
Pop Country Rhythm and Blues One-hit-Wonders
The British Invasion Instrumentals Television
and movie hits Drawn from the author's
extensive music collection of more than thirty-six
hundred tapes, CDs, albums, and videos, The
Trivia Book of Rock 'n' Roll Music promises to

bring out the music lover in anyone. Challenge
yourself and quiz your friends, neighbors, and
relatives with questions that are sure to take you
all back in time and show you how music cycles
from generation to generation. Music never dies,
after all; it just keeps rolling along.
The Amplified Encyclopedia of Music Trivia
- Ian Hall 2017-09-16
Okay, we've out-done ourselves this time. Nearly
1000 one hit Wonders of the 70's and 80's
brought to your in one cuddly fun-filled package.
Facts, chart positions, and crazy trivia of the
songs we all have come to love and hate. Every
one holds its own unique story, some sad, some
inspiring, and some include as much drama as a
Hollywood adventure movie. The complete trivia
for the One Hit Wonders from the 70's & 80's
(nearly 1000 of them!) will make you listen to
your favorite songs in a whole new light. Why
accept lesser volumes that just offer you the top
100 songs of all time? The 'Usual Suspects'. We
all know about Nena's 99 Balloons, and Carl
Douglas' Kung Fu Fighting! This series brings
you way much more in every way. With
information taken from Official Music Charts all
over the world, we give a global overview of the
one hit wonders of this special decade. With
details from the Billboard Hot 100 and Canada,
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the UK Charts, hits from Ireland, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa, and many European
charts, we think this is the most detailed list
ever researched. Indexed and cross-referenced
for ease of use, whether you are a music buff or
just want the answers for your local trivia night,
this book is for you. With close to 1000 songs,
nearly 300 pages of information, chart positions,
sales figures, trivia facts and much more will
provide you with hours of fun and nostalgia.
00s Music Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2015-06-28
Think you know all about the artists, songs and
number one hits of the 2000s? See how much
you know and take a trip down memory lane as
you remember all the great music from the
00's.Test your knowledge of the music of the
2000's by completing the 20 quiz rounds within
this book. The book has 200 questions covering
the whole of this amazing decade of music.
The Ultimate Popular Music Quiz Book -
1954 to 2020 - Puzzle Juice 2020-09-04
Welcome to The Ultimate Popular Music Quiz
Book. A quiz that takes you on an exciting
journey through Modern Pop Music History,
from the birth of Rock n' Roll in 1954 all the way
through to 2020 - from Elvis Presley and Chuck
Berry to Billie Eilish and Dua Lipa! A quiz to
bring all the family together! If you love Pop
Music then children, parents and grandparents
(and even great-grandparents!) can all join in
the challenge to complete the quiz. This is a
hard and challenging quiz that's sure to create a
lot of debate and discussions to reach the
correct answers! Luckily, all the answers are in
the back of the book, but there're no multiple
choice questions, you need to know your stuff or
know someone who can help! Full of Pop music
trivia, you're also sure to learn many new Pop
Music facts to amaze your friends and family!
The USA and UK have lead the World in Popular
music for over six decades, so the majority of the
questions are based on those countries, but
there are also questions about Artists and Songs
from many countries in the World if they've had
success in the USA or UK, making this a Global
Pop Music Quiz Book! 100's of questions in
multiple genres of Pop music are covered in the
quiz, if your favorite music genre is missing, we
apologize! But you'll still find, Pop, Rock, Metal,
Punk, Rap, Hip Hop, Soul, R&B and much much

more! From the birth of modern music up to the
present day! All sorts of questions are covered -
Number One singles, Best Selling Albums, Debut
Releases, Stage Names, Births, Deaths,
Eurovision Winners, Awards Winners, Music
Pioneers, Groups Forming, Groups Breaking Up,
Major Music Events and lots more! For hours of
fun, debate and puzzling enjoyment, make sure
you get The Ultimate Popular Music Quiz Book
today!
90s Music Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2015-05-18
Think you know all about the artists, songs and
number one hits of the 1990s? See how much
you know and take a trip down memory lane as
you remember all the great music from the
90's.Test your knowledge of the music of the
1990's by completing the 38 quiz rounds within
this book. The book has 380 questions covering
the whole of this amazing decade of music.
The Amplified Encyclopedia of Music Trivia
- Ian Hall 2018-02-15
Details of nearly 700 One Hit Wonders. From the
birth of Rock 'n' Roll, and the Billboard Charts,
(in 1955) through the swinging sixties, we bring
the most detailed list of one hit wonders ever!
Why settle for the Top 100 of all time, when we
go much further... Each entry has details of
chart positions, artists and the craziest trivia.
Taken from The Billboard and UK Chart, with
references to Canada, Ireland, Australia and
New Zealand, we bring those memories back to
you. "Who Wrote the Book of Love?" We tell you!
Are you going to "San Francisco"? We'll tell you
what to wear in your hair! Exactly who chased
the "Elusive Butterfly"? Hundreds of pages of
memories, and a song index to assist you find
your favorites. You can't do without it for trivia
night, or just to be the life and soul of the party!
Buy today. Available in the following eBook and
paperback formats.... Double-Decade volume...
One Hit Wonders of the 50's and 60's Double-
Decade volume... One Hit Wonders of the 60's
and 70's Double-Decade volume... One Hit
Wonders of the 70's and 80's HUGE Bumper
volume... One Hit Wonders of the 50's, 60's, 70's
and 80's
The Amplified Encyclopedia of Music Trivia - Ian
Hall 2018-04-11
This is the BUMPER edition, One Hit Wonders of
the 50's, 60's, 70's and 80's together in one
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volume. Over 1600 One Hit Wonders of those
choice decades brought direct to you in eBook
format. YES! We said SIXTEEN HUNDRED!
Facts, chart positions, and crazy trivia of the
songs we love and hate. Every one holds its own
unique story, and some have as much drama as a
Hollywood adventure movie. The complete
stats/trivia for the One Hit Wonders will make
you listen to your favorite songs in a whole new
light. Why accept lesser volumes that just list
the top 100 songs? With information taken from
Official Music Charts all over the world, we give
a global overview of the one hit wonders of this
special decade. With details from the Billboard
Hot 100 and Canada, the UK Charts, hits from
Ireland, Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa, and many European charts, we believe
this is the most detailed list ever researched.
Indexed and cross-referenced for ease of use,
whether you are a music buff or just want the
answers for your local trivia night, this book is
for you. With over 1600 songs, and 500 pages of
information, their chart positions, sales figures,
trivia facts and more will provide you with hours
of fun and nostalgia. Buy it now... a must for any
music lover.
The Music Trivia Book of Rock 'n' Roll Music -
Jimmy Correa 2004
From Johnny Ace to the Zombies, covering R&B,
Pop, Country, and everything in between. Take
the challenge-- you'll be amazed at what you
know, didn't know, or have forgotten.
The Essential History of Rock & Pop Trivia Quiz
Book - Waugh Wright 2022-02-04
A trivia quiz book dedicated to music that
doesn't suck. Hundreds of multiple choice trivia
questions, plus matching, anagrams, and more!
And information that actually teaches you and
helps you find more good music.
Rock Trivia Madness - Bill O'Neill 2017-04-09
GET SCHOOLED IN ROCK WITH ROCK TRIVIA
MADNESS!Rock and Roll. For more than 60
years, it has been the soundtrack to our lives.
Albums like "Highway 61 Revisited", "Born to
Run" and "Nevermind" have helped us make
sense of who we are. Not only that, the daring
passion and bold visions of rock artists have
shaken up social norms and even helped change
the course of world politics.There've been some
wild stories to go with this wild music. If you're
eager to learn some of the crazy, random facts of

rock, Rock Trivia Madness is the book for you!
This collection of rock stories from the 1960s to
the 1990s will thrill and fascinate fans of music
trivia. You'll learn:- How the Beatles helped the
Rolling Stones score their first hit- How the
Velvet Underground helped overthrow the
Communists in Poland- How David Bowie almost
turned his back on fame and fortune- What Black
Sabbath has in common with James Bond- How a
PA system helped get David Lee Roth into Van
Halen- Why the IRA threatened to kidnap U2's
Bono- How Sarah McLachlan saved a hip-hop
legend's life- How a girlfriend's gift inspired the
Red Hot Chili Peppers to "Give It Away"
70s TV Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2016-12-02
Think you know all about the TV shows of the
1970s? See how much you know and take a trip
down memory lane as you remember all the
great TV shows from the 70's.Test your
knowledge of TV during the 1970's by
completing the 30 quiz rounds within this book.
The book has 300 questions covering the whole
of this amazing decade of TV.
Music Trivia Quiz Book - Zelpis Publishing
2021-04-25
Learn & Enjoy! This trivia book you will get: 200
questions Multiple choice Answers You can grab
it or send it as a GIFT.
Those '70s Shows - Andrew Stoner 2010-04
As the 1970 dawned, TV had become the centre
of family entertainment. The '70s ushered in a
new era in the type of programmes that would
dominate primetime, focusing especially on
relevancy, including socially relevant comedies
like All In The Family, M*A*S*H, Good Times
and Welcome Back, Kotter. The 70's would also
see the twilight of the television variety hour,
but not before some dominate shows like The
Carol Burnett Show, The Sonny and Cher
Comedy Hour, and Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In
saw their peak in popularity. It was the golden
age for TV's champions of justice with classics
like Baretta, Charlie's Angels and Columbo.
The 70s Pop Music Quiz Book - Paul Andrews
2012-11-22
How well do you know your 70's Pop Music? This
Quiz book will test even the most avid fan, with
questions that span the 70's bands and songs!
Test yourself and your friends with this 70's Pop
Music Quiz Book.
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Ultimate Mix Tape Music Quiz Book -
Tamara Dever 2020-11-18
How well do you really know '70s and '80s
music? Over 1,000 quiz questions. Perfect for in-
person or online trivia night! Includes 18
chapters with unique themes. A smart mix of
musical genres and difficulty levels.
1970s Pop Music Quiz Book - Liz Jacobs
2015-07-09
Travel back in time with these 300 questions and
discover how much you remember about the era
of glam rock, platform shoes and disco.
Rock and Roll Music Iq - C. Dismas Burgess
2012
Rock & Roll! It burst upon the scene in the
1950s, turned political in the 1960s, self-
indulgent in the 1970s, philanthropic in the
1980s, and historical by the 1990s. It's the
soundtrack to the post-WWII American
experience. Each generation has its own
anthems, superstars, styles and sounds. And,
they're all here in this rockin' new tome from
Black Mesa Publishing-Rock & Roll Music IQ:
The Ultimate Test of True Fandom. With 200
questions and 800 possible answers it has
everything from greasers to grungers and vinyl
to video. You are invited to take the challenge!
Test your Rock & Roll IQ! See if you if you can
"make the charts," "achieve a gold record," or
maybe even earn "an induction into the Rock &
Roll Music IQ Hall of Fame" as you enjoy this
ultimate test of true Rock & Roll fandom!
Test Your Rock IQ - Ira A. Robbins 1993
Provides five increasingly difficult quizzes
testing knowledge of rock musicians and their
recordings from the 1970s
The Magnificent Music Trivia Book - George &
Paul Buchheit 2010-03-29
THE MAGNIFICENT MUSIC TRIVIA BOOK is a
well-researched, Internet-tested collection of
trivia questions based on the songs of the 50s,
60s, 70s, 80s and 90s.
60s Music Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2015-04-23
Think you know all about the artists, songs and
number one hits of the 1960s? See how much
you know and take a trip down memory lane as
you remember all the great music from the
60's.Test your knowledge of the music of the
1960's by completing the 38 quiz rounds within
this book. The book has 380 questions covering

the whole of this amazing decade of music.
1950s Music Trivia - Julie Cleveland 2020-12-09
Think you know who sang That's All Right,
Mama or Dream a Little Dream of Me? Test your
knowledge of the music, singers and events that
shaped music history in the 1950s. Over 1,000
questions in five categories like Who Sang?,
Name that Song, Future Stars and more.
Features music from the Billboard charts of the
1950s. Host game night with a rousing game of
music trivia or stump your family and friends
with your music knowledge. Either way, you will
enjoy dancing to the songs that made the 1950s
rock.
Jim Morgan's Walla Walla Bing Bang Book
of Movie and TV Trivia - Jim Morgan
2014-11-03
The stories behind songs and shows you love!
Trivia Questions about music and television from
the 50's, 60's, and 70's and the fascinating and
often hilarious stories behind them! From Frank
Sinatra and Johnny Cash to "The Andy Griffith
Show," "M*A*S*H" and "I Love Lucy!" Special
sections devoted to Elvis and The Beatles! Over
150 questions, answers and stories! Makes a
great game at parties or long car trips, or just
read from cover to cover and learn amazing
facts about the stars, songs and shows you love!
TV and Music Trivia 60s to 90s Including
Word Search! - Nicky Testaforte 2021-05-04
530 TV & Music Trivia Questions and 53
Corresponding Word Searches Two Great Books
Together For The Price Of One! Perfect For
Baby Boomers Or Anybody Else Who Can Easily
Recall Songs, Lyrics and Shows, But Can't
Remember What They Had For Breakfast!
Answer Ten TV & Music Trivia Questions For
The Answers Hidden In Each Word Search
There's No Other Book Like This 8.5 x 11
Workbook That Challenges Your TV and Music
Knowledge, Then Tests You To Find The Trivia
Test Answers Buried In The Word Search. If
You're Looking For a Kindle/Paperback Book For
Trivia Nights At Home Or In The Bar, Check Out
Our Book: "TV & Music Trivia 60s to 90s - 700
Multiple Choice Questions For Trivia Nights".
The 70s Music Compendium - Dave Kinzer
2019-10-08
The 70s Music Compendium is THE resource for
every 70s music fan, DJ, cover band, and music
educator. To compile the info for this book, the
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author listened to all 5,344 hits of the 70s.
Hundreds of pages are filled with tons of info
and trivia. You'll find over 100 lists, charts,
quotes, and illustrations inside.Cover bands will
love the lists of songs that feature certain
instruments, like the banjo, sitar, and slide
guitar. DJs will love the ability to organize
playlists by instruments and genres like country-
pop crossover songs, Christmas songs, and
covers of hits from the 70s. Music educators and
students will appreciate the music theory section
that lists songs that share a common musical
element, such as an unusual time signature, a
countermelody, or an ostinato. Anyone who
enjoys 70s music will like the quirky lists, such
as: songs with mistakes, songs with a talkbox,
and songs with false endings. Elton John,
Carpenters, Led Zeppelin, Chicago, Stevie
Wonder, Paul McCartney and more!
Top 100 Hits 70s and 80s Music Trivia - Bill
Bryson 2017-10-23
Bring fun into a night with friends playing Music
trivia. hundreds of questions based on the top
100 hits of each year from 1970 to 1989.
Questions are in the form of Name the song,
Name the singer & finish the lyrics.
Ultimate Mix Tape Side B Music Quiz Book -
Tamara Dever 2022-09-05
Think you know retro music? Love the tunes
from the '70s, '80s, and early '90s? Entertain
yourself or challenge your friends with this
instant party in a book! This is no ordinary
multiple choice quiz book. With 18 categories of
music trivia questions and word play, you're
guaranteed to have The Best of Times. Pop those
collars, put on your legwarmers or parachute
pants, grab the Aquanet, and get ready to Let
the Good Times Roll!
80s Music Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2015-04-23
Think you know all about the artists, songs and
number one hits of the 1980s? See how much
you know and take a trip down memory lane as
you remember all the great music from the
80's.Test your knowledge of the music of the
1980's by completing the 35 quiz rounds within
this book. The book has 350 questions covering
the whole of this amazing decade of music.
Rock Lyrics Trivia - Presley Love 1992-01

TV & Music Trivia 60's to 90's - Nicky

Testaforte 2021-04-28
Are You Looking For Fresh Content For Your
Trivia Nights?This book offers 700 multiple
choice questions in TV and Music from over 4
decades that will challenge any true fans of the
genres. Here are the types of questions you'll
find in this bookThe dogs on Magnum P.I. were
named after which two Greek gods?Zeus and
ApolloNike and HermesAres and
AphroditeWhich crooner was interested in
playing The Joker on Batman? Frank
SinatraFrankie AvalonPaul AnkaWhich
masochist's song was done by Bad
Company?Can't Get EnoughHurts So GoodHit
Me With Your Best ShotFinish The Lyric: "Janie's
got a gun..." Janie's got a gunBut she's out of
bulletsAnd it's aimed at you!As you can see,
these are not your standard trivia questions.
Download your copy today and bring your device
to your next trivia party.
The Great Music Trivia Quiz Book - Rachel
Federman 2013-03-28
The Ultimate Guide to Proving You Know
Everything About Music...
Rock and Roll 1950's & 1960's Music Trivia
Quiz - R. E. Russell 2019-02-15

70s Music Trivia Quiz Book - Clint Glover
2015-04-23
Think you know all about the artists, songs and
number one hits of the 1970s? See how much
you know and take a trip down memory lane as
you remember all the great music from the
70's.Test your knowledge of the music of the
1970's by completing the 38 quiz rounds within
this book. The book has 380 questions covering
the whole of this amazing decade of music.
A Music Nerd's Trivia Jam - Bob Cutler 2021-07
With over 300 music trivia questions and
interesting facts about pop and rock history,
including various musical genres and decades,
this music quiz book is a compilation of pop and
rock knowledge, background info, and
interesting facts. Questions about bands,
songwriters, and even some pop music lyrics are
represented. In addition, there are questions on
rock bands and personnel, record labels, and
albums. Finally, some questions on jazz, blues,
rap, movie, and sports music, and even a light
touch of classical make this book a bit more
diverse. Music trivia fans should find this book
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fun, challenging, and educational.
Baby Boomer Trivia - Leon Simonds 2024-03-18
GREAT GIFT under 20$! Baby Boomer Trivia:
Test Your Memory and Keep Your Brain Young!
(Large Print - font size 16) Relive the iconic eras
of 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s with
this engaging trivia book designed specifically
for Baby Boomers!Packed with 500 multiple-
choice questions, this large print activity book
covers a wide range of topics that will jog your
memory and bring back cherished moments.
Test your knowledge on: Music: From the groovy
tunes of the Beatles to the iconic hits of the 80s,
can you identify those unforgettable melodies?
Cinema: Relive the silver screen's golden age
with trivia on classic movies and those
unforgettable "Saturday Night at the Movies"
moments. Sports: Remember the legendary
athletes and historical sporting events that had
us all cheering? History: Brush up on the key
events that shaped the Baby Boomer generation,
from the Civil Rights Movement to the fall of the
Berlin Wall. Science & Inventions: Test your
knowledge on the groundbreaking
advancements that changed our world during
these decades. This trivia book is perfect for:
Baby Boomers looking for a fun and challenging
way to keep their minds sharp. Family
gatherings and game nights - create lasting
memories with laughter and friendly
competition. Senior centers and adult activity
groups - provide brain-boosting entertainment
for all. Anyone who loves American history and
pop culture! This book is also a great gift for:
Fans of adult trivia books and bar trivia nights.
Lovers of history trivia, movie trivia, and music
trivia. Those seeking games and trivia for
seniors and gifts for old people over 80.
Features: Answer Key: No sweat! Verify your
answers with our easy-to-use answer key
featuring checkboxes. Located conveniently at
the end of the book Pocket-Sized Fun: 6" x 9" for
easy travel. Original Artwork: Eye-catching
cover by a talented artist. Sharp & Crisp: High-
quality paper with vibrant 300dpi printing. Built
to Last: Durable binding and thick pages. Bingo!
You found it! Pro-tested by trivia champions!
Grab your copy of Baby Boomer Trivia and blast
back to the groovy decades!
The Trivia Book of Rock 'n' Roll Music -
Jimmy Correa 2009-01-20

The Ultimate Soul Music Trivia Book - Bobby
Bennett 1998
Designed to entertain, inform, and challenge
even the most diehard music fan, "The Ultimate
Soul Music Trivia Book" features hundreds of
questions about America's favorite music,
covering the top soul songs and artists from
1950 to the present. Fans can relive classic
moments and test their knowledge of the music
they love. Photos throughout.
TV & Music Trivia - 60s to 90s - Nicky Testaforte
2024-01-23
Trivia Night Moderators: Are You Looking For
Fresh Content For Your Trivia Nights at home or
at the bar? This book offers 700 multiple-choice
questions in TV and Music from over 4 decades
that will challenge any true fans of the genres.
Here are the types of questions you'll find in this
book The dogs on Magnum P.I. were named
after which two Greek gods? Zeus and Apollo
Nike and Hermes Ares and Aphrodite Which
crooner was interested in playing The Joker on
Batman? Frank Sinatra Frankie Avalon Paul
Anka Which masochist’s song was done by Bad
Company? Can’t Get Enough Hurts So Good Hit
Me With Your Best Shot Finish The Lyric:
“Janie’s got a gun…” Janie’s got a gun But she’s
out of bullets And it’s aimed at you! As you can
see, these are not your standard trivia questions.
Order your copy today and take your next trivia
party to another level.
Rock 'n Roll Trivia Quiz Book - Presley Love
2015-04-30
Rock & Roll Trivia Quiz book, 1950'2 to 1980's.
An encyclopedia of rock & roll's trivia-
information in question/answer format.In 1992,
music-aficionado Presley Love compiled avast
treasure of rock and roll lyric-
memoribilia,including songs from the earliest
days of rock and roll up through the late 1980s.
This musical quiz-format collection lay dormant
except for the release of one small volume,
which contained 400 questions. The original
book-printed in 1992-became, over the years, an
Amazon.com favorite, with very positive
response from those who loved the book for its
"party-flavor" appeal.In 2014, the entire vault of
Presley Love's music- lyric memoribilia was
located in a storage locker-containing his
collection of lyric-questions and trivia questions
in quiz format! It has taken 2 years of diligent
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compiling and organizing to create whatamounts
to the entire Presley Love collection of rock
lyrics, rock titles and rock group trivia books in
quiz format!We are proud to unveil the first two
books of thisrare and collectible series: PARTY
ROCK LYRICS &TITLES QUIZ BOOK and ROCK
TRIVIA QUIZ BOOK.We sincerely hope you enjoy

these fabulous party favorites in quiz-format, a
preview of the excitingtreasure trove of rock &
roll memories from PresleyLove's truly
incredible 1955-1989 collection!
Rock TITLES Trivia Quiz Book - Presley Love
2018-09-27


